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Abstract
Background and objectives Little is known about patients exiting home hemodialysis. We sought to characterize
the reasons, clinical characteristics, and pre-exit health care team interactions of patients on home hemodialysis
who died or underwent modality conversion (negative disposition) compared with prevalent patients and
those who were transplanted (positive disposition).
Design, setting, participants, & measurements We conducted an audit of all consecutive patients incident to home
hemodialysis from January of 2010 to December of 2014 as part of ongoing quality assurance. Records were
reviewed for the 6 months before exit, and vital statistics were assessed up to 90 days postexit.
Results Ninety-four patients completed training; 25 (27%) received a transplant, 11 (12%) died, and 23 (25%) were
transferred to in-center hemodialysis. Compared with the positive disposition group, patients in the negative
disposition group had a longer mean dialysis vintage (3.15 [SD=4.98] versus 1.06 [SD=1.16] years; P=0.003) and
were performing conventional versus a more intensive hemodialysis prescription (23 of 34 versus 23 of 60; P,0.01).
In the 6 months before exit, the negative disposition group had signiﬁcantly more in-center respite dialysis
sessions, had more and longer hospitalizations, and required more on-call care team support in terms of phone calls
and drop-in visits (each P,0.05). The most common reason for modality conversion was medical instability in 15 of
23 (65%) followed by caregiver or care partner burnout in three of 23 (13%) each. The 90-day mortality among
patients undergoing modality conversion was 26%.
Conclusions Over a 6-year period, approximately one third of patients exited the program due to death or modality
conversion. Patients who die or transfer to another modality have signiﬁcantly higher health care resource
utilization (e.g., hospitalization, respite treatments, nursing time, etc.).
Clin J Am Soc Nephrol 12: 1259–1264, 2017. doi: https://doi.org/10.2215/CJN.00140117

Introduction
There is ever increasing interest in home hemodialysis
(HD), because intensive forms of home HD have been
shown to normalize biochemical parameters, improve
quality of life, and possibly afford a survival advantage over other forms of dialysis (1–6). Additionally,
home HD in whatever form (a conventional dialysis
prescription or a more intensive one) is less expensive
than traditional thrice-weekly center-based treatments,
making it an attractive option for health administrators
and payers (7–9). Although dialysis programs dedicate
valuable resources to selecting and training patients
for home HD, less is known about patients exiting the
program.
In our experience, program exits result from death,
transplantation, patient choice, or modality change
necessitated by medical instability, patient burnout, or
care partner burnout. It is the subjective impression of
our home HD unit nurses that patients who fail home
HD and require transfer to in-center HD consume
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a disproportionate amount of nursing time in the
months before discharge from the program. As such,
we conducted an audit of our home HD unit admissions and discharges over a 6-year period to enumerate
the number and type of program exits and measure
the frequency of health care professional (HCP)
interactions with patients on home HD in the
6 months before leaving the program. A secondary
outcome was patient mortality 90 days after program
exit for those alive at discharge. We hypothesized
that patients exiting the home HD program due to
death and modality change (i.e., negative disposition)
would have more clinic visits, hospitalizations, telephone interactions, and respite HD treatments than
prevalent patients or those exiting the program due
to transplantation (i.e., positive disposition). Because
there are no benchmarks or published guidelines for
program exits, as a ﬁnal step in this quality assurance
audit, we sought to delineate minimum criteria for
ongoing suitability for home HD and outline a
Copyright © 2017 by the American Society of Nephrology
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strategy to support patients at home before a transfer to
facility-based HD becomes necessary.

Materials and Methods
Our audit cohort consisted of all patients incident to
home HD who were assessed, were deemed suitable, and
commenced training between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2014. Note that patients were incident to the home
HD program, not necessarily to ESRD. All patients were
followed until program exit or study end date of December
31, 2015. A detailed description of the home HD program
and typical dialysis prescriptions is found in the online
Supplemental Material. This study was approved by the
research ethics board of the University of Alberta and the
University of Alberta Hospital.
Sources of Data
Patient demographics, comorbidities, dialysis referral
history, details of most recent HD prescriptions, and
vascular access status were gathered from patient paper
and electronic records of the Northern Alberta Renal
Program (NARP). Additionally, our home HD unit clinical
database captures every HCP contact with every patient or
care partner for whatever reason. These interactions are
documented as training notes, vascular access notes, nurse
on call telephone call logs, unscheduled unit drop-in logs,
and calls made by an HCP back to patients for any reason.
Our unit also tracks routine clinic appointments and
individual in-center respite dialysis treatments. Patient
disposition after leaving the home HD program was
determined by review of an NARP-wide electronic data
system.
Data Collection
Baseline data were collected at the time of cohort entry.
For patients who died, were transplanted, or left the home
HD program for any other reason, health records were
reviewed for the preceding 6 months from the date of
program exit. All HCP interactions were enumerated.
These included number and duration of hospitalizations,
number of in-center respite HD treatments, number routinely scheduled and unscheduled of clinic visits, and
number of telephone calls with the home HD unit for
whatever reason. For patients who remained on home HD,
these interactions were enumerated for the 6-month period
before the study end date. We also undertook a retrospective review of the minutes of all clinical meetings in our
home HD unit for the duration of the cohort to determine
which patients the care team ﬂagged as being at risk for
technique failure.
Variable Definitions
Training failures were deﬁned as discharges from the
home HD training unit before completion of the entire
home HD training course for anyone not able to learn or
manually perform self-care. Program exits were deﬁned as
permanent discharges from home HD for patients who had
completed home HD training and successfully self-dialyzed for any duration of time. These were subcategorized
as exits from death, transplantation, recovery of kidney
function, or modality conversion. Nurses retrospectively

reviewed case notes and further identiﬁed reasons for
modality conversion as medical instability, relocation,
patient choice, or patient or care partner burnout. Where
more than one reason existed, only the root cause was
considered (i.e., if a patient relocated to be closer to
supportive family due to deteriorating health, the underlying reason for modality conversion was classiﬁed as
medical instability rather than relocation or patient choice).
This classiﬁcation was made by consensus of frontline home
HD unit nurses and the nurse manager. Technique failures
were exits from modality conversion due to medical
instability or patient or care partner burnout. Negative
disposition included program exits from both death or
modality conversion, and positive disposition encompassed
patients remaining on home HD at the time of study end
date and those transplanted.
Statistical Analyses
Continuous variables were described as means with
SDs, and categorical variables were described as absolute
numbers and proportions. Comparisons between groups
were made using chi-squared tests and ANOVA or Kruskal–Wallis tests as appropriate (a=0.05). All outcomes (e.g.,
respite treatments, hospitalizations, clinic visits, or HCP
interactions) in the 6 months before exit were normalized to
180 days to account for hospitalizations. Kaplan–Meier
survival analysis was used to estimate 1- and 5-year
technique survival. Statistical analyses were performed
using STATA MP 13 (www.stat.com).

Results
Between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2014, our
home HD program commenced training with 111 patients
with ESRD, of whom 94 completed training and began
self-administered HD in their homes (Figure 1). Of those
leaving the program during the training period, 11 patients
experienced training failure, two patients recovered kidney
function, three were transplanted, and one person died. Of
the patients who graduated to home dialysis, the mean
follow-up was 1.8 years. Twenty-ﬁve of 94 (27%) were
transplanted during the follow-up period, 11 of 94 (12%)
died, 23 of 94 (25%) experienced modality conversion to incenter HD, and 35 of 94 (37%) remained active patients on
home HD at study end date. The reasons for modality
conversion were medical instability (15 of 23; 65%), patient
burnout (three of 23; 13%), caregiver burnout (three of 23;
13%), and patient choice (two of 23; 9%). Collectively,
technique failure made up approximately one ﬁfth (21 of
94; 22%) of home HD program exits over 6 years. One- and
5-year technique survival rates were 94% and 38%, respectively (Figure 2).
Baseline and exit characteristics are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Comparing patients exiting
home HD from death and modality conversion with those
remaining prevalent or transplanted, the former had longer
ESRD vintage (P=0.003), were less likely to be completely
independent (P=0.05), and were more likely to have
performed conventional dialysis at home at program exit
(P,0.01).
Signiﬁcant differences in the number and type of HCP
interactions were noted in the 6 months before exit or
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Figure 1. | Flow diagram of patient disposition for all individuals commencing home hemodialysis (HHD) training between January 1, 2010
and December 31, 2014.

study end date among the two subgroups of patients (Table
3). Those with a negative disposition had signiﬁcantly more
and longer hospitalizations, a greater number of respite HD
treatments, and more telephone calls than patients with a
positive disposition. Of the 23 patients who underwent
modality conversion to in-center HD after leaving home
HD, 6 (26%) died within 90 days compared with no deaths
among transplant recipients and patients who remained on
home HD (P,0.001).
On reviewing clinical meeting notes from the study
period, the multidisciplinary team ﬂagged 22 patients as
being vulnerable for home HD failure. Of these, 14 of 22
(64%) actually experienced failure or death, although the
time from initial ﬂagging to eventual program exit was
highly variable (range from ,1 to 17 months). Conversely,
eight of 22 (36%) were ﬂagged but did not experience an
adverse outcome (modality conversion or death). This latter
ﬁnding must be interpreted with caution, because ﬂagged
patients who remained on home HD at the study end date
may still go on to experience technique failure or death after
study end date. Three patients were ﬂagged who eventually
received a kidney transplant.
A small proportion of patients was transferred to centerbased dialysis against their will (four of 23; 17%). In all
patients, the underlying reason for transfer was a serious
concern for safety. From the entire cohort, one patient was
provided palliative end of life care while still on home HD.

resources before exit compared with patients who were
transplanted or remained prevalent on home HD. Increased resource utilization comes in the form of hospitalizations, respite dialysis treatments, unscheduled clinic
visits, and other health system interactions. Additionally,
patients who experienced technique failure and transferred
to in-center HD were more likely to have died within 90
days of leaving home HD than those patients with positive
outcomes.
Although there is a small body of literature investigating
factors that predict technique failure among patients on
home HD, these cohorts are too small to reliably identify
more than a handful of variables, the most common being
age, diabetes, and central venous catheter use (10–13).
Although these studies provide clues into potentially
modiﬁable patient and program characteristics of home
HD success or failure, they do not provide any insight into

Discussion
The result of our quality assurance review shows that,
among patients incident to home HD who transferred to
center-based dialysis, the majority did so because of
medical instability preventing the safe conduct of home
HD. Most other transfers occurred because of patient or
care partner burnout. Our study also reveals that patients
who exit due to death or conversion to conventional centerbased HD have a longer dialysis vintage, are less likely to
have performed labor-intensive dialysis prescriptions at
the time of program exit (perhaps reﬂecting some degree
of treatment fatigue), and consumed more health care

Figure 2. | Kaplan–Meier curve for technique survival censored for
death, transplantation, and program exit for patient choice for all
individuals commencing home hemodialysis (HHD) training between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2014. Outcomes included
patient exits where the primary reason was medical instability, patient
burnout, or care partner burnout; 1-, 2-, and 5-year technique survival
rates were 94.2%, 74.8%, and 38.6%, respectively.
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Table 1. Baseline cohort patient characteristics for all individuals commencing home hemodialysis training between January 1, 2010
and December 31, 2014

Variable

All

Positive
Dispositiona

Negative
Dispositionb

No.
Men, %
Race, %
White
Other
Mean age (SD), yr
Mean ESRD vintage at cohort entry (SD), yr
Urban residence
Primary renal disease, %
GN
Diabetes
Hypertension
Cystic disease
Other
Smokers, %
Previous transplant, %
Pre-ESRD clinic attendance, %

94
67

60
40 (67)

34
27 (79)

84
10
53.4 (13.2)
1.82 (3.3)
75

52 (87)
8 (13)
51.8 (12.7)
1.06 (1.2)
50 (83)

32 (94)
2 (6)
56.4 (13.8)
3.15 (5.0)
25 (74)

0.10
0.003
0.26

25
28
7
17
17
12
5
55

19 (32)
15 (25)
5 (8)
11 (18)
10 (17)
6 (10)
8 (13)
38 (63)

6 (18)
13 (38)
2 (6)
6 (18)
7 (21)
6 (18)
8 (24)
17 (50)

0.14
0.18
0.66
0.93
0.64
0.29
0.21
0.21

a

P Value

0.19
0.26

Positive disposition includes patient exits for transplantation and patients remaining on home hemodialysis at cohort end date.
Negative disposition is patient exits from death or modality conversion.

b

programmatic activity before patient exits, and they do not
report on patient mortality after they leave the program.
One-year technique survival is reported anywhere from
67% to 98% (10,11,14,15); technique survival in this study
was 94%, which is typical of the Canadian experience

reported previously (11,15). Our program audit builds on
this literature by not only characterizing the reasons for
exit but also, granular reporting on the patient and care
team interaction in the 6 months before exit. Our observations have a number of important implications.

Table 2. Patient characteristics at cohort exit for all individuals commencing home hemodialysis training between January 1, 2010 and
December 31, 2014

Variable

All

Positive
Dispositiona

Negative
Dispositionb

No.
Comorbidities at cohort exit, %
Diabetes
Hypertension
Cardiovascular disease
Malignancy
Vascular access at cohort exit, %
AVF/AVG
CVC
Level of dependence at cohort exit, %
Independent
Dependent
Shared
Home HD prescription at cohort exit,c %
Conventional
Frequent conventional
Long

94

60

34

41
71
39
23

23 (38)
48 (80)
22 (37)
12 (20)

18 (53)
23 (68)
17 (50)
11 (32)

59
35

40 (67)
20 (33)

14 (56)
15 (44)

59
23
12

42 (70)
13 (22)
5 (8)

17 (50)
10 (29)
7 (21)

46
19
29

23 (38)
14 (23)
23 (38)

23 (68)
5 (15)
6 (18)

P Value

0.17
0.18
0.21
0.18
0.30
0.11
0.05
0.40
0.09
0.02
,0.01
0.32
0.04

AVF, arteriovenous ﬁstula; AVG, arteriovenous graft; CVC, tunneled cuffed central venous catheter; HD, hemodialysis.
a
Positive disposition includes patient exits for transplantation and patients remaining on home HD at cohort end date.
b
Negative disposition is patient exits from death or modality conversion.
c
Conventional: three to four treatments per week, ,5 hours. Frequent conventional: ﬁve to seven treatments per week, ,5 hours. Long:
three to seven treatments per week, .5 hours.
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Table 3. Outcomes of patients on home hemodialysis in the 6 months before program exit or study end date

Variable

All

Positive
Dispositiona

Negative
Dispositionb

P Value

Mean length of follow-up
(median, IQR), yr
Mean no. of hospitalizations (SD)c
Mean length of hospital stay (SD)
Mean routine scheduled clinic visits (SD)c
Mean respite treatments (SD)c
Mean health care professional
interactions (SD)c

1.8 (1.4, 1.0–2.4)

1.8 (1.5, 1.0–2.4)

1.7 (1.4, 0.9–2.1)

0.78

0.8 (1.4)
7.4 (14.4)
1.8 (0.8)
2.5 (3.7)
29.1 (21.2)

0.1 (0.4)
1.0 (3.2)
1.7 (0.7)
1.8 (2.8)
22.7 (16.5)

1.9 (1.7)
18.6 (19.0)
1.9 (1.1)
3.7 (4.6)
40.5 (23.8)

,0.001
,0.001
0.28
0.01
,0.001

IQR, interquartile range.
a
Positive disposition includes patient exits for transplantation and patients who remain on home hemodialysis at cohort end date.
b
Negative disposition is patient exits from death or modality conversion.
c
Normalized to 180 hospitalization-free days during the 6 months before program exit.

First, frail and/or failing patients in the home setting
should be anticipated. Our results are themselves not
surprising and likely reﬂect the natural history of patients
on dialysis nearing the end of their lives or at least the end
of their ability to self-manage dialysis. The fact that a large
proportion of these patients will ultimately die while still
performing home HD or shortly after converting to facilitybased dialysis should not necessarily be interpreted as a sign of
impending modality failure; rather, that more intensive followup and personalized care may be needed to facilitate successful management at home (including potential palliation).
Second, discharge from home HD is typically a process
rather than a discrete event. This is supported by the
observation that exits from modality conversion and death
are preceded by increased hospitalizations, unscheduled
clinic visits, respite treatments, and telephone calls with the
home HD unit in the months before exit. This is not true
for patients who exit home HD due to transplantation. This
suggests a certain forewarning of an eventual adverse outcome
that is underscored by the fact that over one quarter of patients
who undergo modality conversion are deceased by 90 days.
Third, negative program exits are resource intensive.
Although it was beyond the scope of this audit to cost the
individual components of increased hospitalizations, unscheduled clinic visits, respite treatments, and telephone
calls in the 6 months before exit, there is a realization that
home HD units must be appropriately staffed to manage
patients at all stages in the natural history of ESRD.
Although some dialysis programs may espouse a programmatic philosophy that frail or failing patients are
expeditiously transferred to facility-based HD, others take
the view that such patients will require an escalation of
nursing care that must be resourced accordingly within the
home program.
We note that most discharges to facility-based dialysis
result from joint decision making between the care team and
the patient, with an understanding that a patient may no
longer be safe to self-dialyze. However, in our experience, a
small proportion of patients was transferred against their
will. We recognize that there may be tension between
patients’ wishes to perform home HD (either independently
or with a care partner), despite a deteriorating ability to do

so, and the unit’s obligation to provide safe care. Supporting
such patients who understand and accept the risks of selfmanagement to continue home HD places staff in an uncomfortable position of providing care where they perceive
an unreasonable potential for unstable clinical demise in an
unsupervised setting. Conversely, forcing a transfer to incenter dialysis is equally uncomfortable because of the
perception of withholding treatment and forcing a modality
change (often against a patient’s wishes). Thus, a secondary
goal of our quality assurance audit was to use our experience
to explicitly delineate minimum requirements to continue
performing home HD and develop a menu of options to
assist programs to maintain patients at home for as long as
possible; these are outlined in Supplemental Material and
Supplemental Tables 1–3.
A number of limitations of our study must be considered.
First, as with all retrospective audits, our audit relies on the
quality of record keeping. Fortunately, because of the links
to resource allocation and employee compensation, our
program must keep meticulous records regarding all patient interactions, even including all individual telephone
calls made between patients and the home HD unit staff.
Second, although we present the results of a 6-year program audit of patients on incident home HD, this is still a
relatively short time for many patients to develop a
negative disposition—especially those who only entered the
audit cohort in the most recent years. This is particularly
relevant for patients who are ﬂagged by our nursing team as
being subjectively at increased risk for technique failure.
Many of these patients may have gone on to exit the
program after the audit end date. Third, we describe a
single-center experience and acknowledge that our case
mix and practice patterns may not be representative of
home HD everywhere (16). However, we believe that
lessons derived from this program audit will be broadly
applicable and of value to other home programs. Fourth,
because the annual turnover of the home HD population is
relatively modest, even in a large program such as ours, it
will take years to prospectively evaluate the utility of the
proposed minimum criteria to maintain patients at home
and delineate which of these are most commonly at risk.
Our program has implemented a monitoring process to
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assess the frequency with which we initiate the proposed
measures to support patients at home to guide future
resource allocation. Although prospective monitoring is a
key element in a quality improvement initiative, our more
immediate goal was to provide our home HD frontline staff
with clear guidance about their responsibilities toward their
failing patients and provide some reassurance that they
have exhausted all possible avenues to support patients at
home before beginning the process of transition to facilitybased dialysis. Prospective monitoring, while initiated, will
take years to complete.
We have presented the results of a comprehensive home
HD program exit audit to build on our understanding of
patient disposition, the drivers of these exits, and type of
health system interaction in the 6 months before leaving
home HD. These ﬁndings suggest that patient exits should
be anticipated and are resource intensive. As part of this
quality assurance exercise, we propose minimum criteria to
maintain patients in the home setting and describe concrete
strategies to assist in maintaining patients at home before
planning a transition to facility-based dialysis.
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Supplemental Material
Methods
Dialysis Prescription
The type of home HD prescription a patient received was decided jointly between the
patient and the medical team, and was influenced predominantly by lifestyle factors as
identified by the patient. Conventional HD prescriptions were defined as treatments lasting
<5 hours on 3 days per week, frequent conventional HD was defined as treatments lasting
<5 hours on 4‐7 days per week, and long HD treatments lasted >5 hours on 3‐5 nights per
week. No patient in our unit performed short daily HD during the timeframe of this audit.
All home HD patients performed their dialysis using conventional HD equipment modified
for the home (Formula Domus; Bellco). Typical dialysate composition included sodium 137
mEq/L, potassium 2‐3 mEq/L, calcium 1.5 mmol/L, and bicarbonate 35 mEq/L. Blood and
dialysate flows tended to be 200‐300 ml/min and 300 ml/min, respectively, for treatments
longer than 5 hours; and 300‐400 ml/min and 500 ml/min, respectively, for treatments
lasting <5 hours. Patients routinely used systemic heparin anticoagulation during dialysis,
and central venous catheters were locked with citrate.
Patient Training and Follow Up
Patients were trained on 4 days per week during which they simultaneously received HD
treatments. The training period generally lasted 6 weeks and patients were paired with a
training nurse in a 1:1 ratio. The training curriculum covered all aspects of machine setup
and takedown, equipment maintenance and disinfection, water quality, blood sampling,
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Supplemental material is neither peer-reviewed nor thoroughly edited by CJASN. The authors alone are responsible for
the accuracy and presentation of the material.

access cannulation, and troubleshooting alarms. All patients were administered an open‐
book written examination prior to graduation. The training nurse and a dialysis
technologist were present in the patient’s home during the first self‐administered home HD
treatment. Follow up in the home HD clinic typically occurred after 1 month with routine
follow up at 3 month intervals thereafter. Patients were encouraged to call the training unit
with any concerns and one of our training nurses was on‐call overnight on 7 days a week to
address urgent dialysis‐related problems for patients performing nocturnal HD. There was
no specific patient training recertification, though technique audits were performed at the
discretion of the nursing staff.

Discussion
A secondary goal of our quality assurance audit was to use our experience to explicitly
delineate minimum requirements to perform home HD and develop a menu of options to
assist programs to maintain patients at home for as long as possible. The characteristics
outlined in Supplemental Table 2 are intended to be explicit minimum criteria for any
patient to remain on home HD. While some subjectivity remains, in the absence of a care
partner, each criterion has a definite point at which home HD is no longer possible and the
number of respite treatments may approach or exceed the number of treatments a patient
actually receives at home. Usually these circumstances evolve over time and are well
recognized by the care team who may already have implemented some of the strategies to
maintain patients at home that are listed in Supplemental Table 3. Many of these steps are
automatically integrated into the routine workflow of home HD programs (example:
technique audits, multidisciplinary team discussions and care plans), while other steps may
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be limited by a program’s resources or jurisdictional legality (example: respite dialysis,
training paid caregivers, providing end‐of‐life care in the home setting). As many of these
interventions as possible should be implemented before transfer to facility‐based dialysis is
initiated. Death and technique failure ought to be subject to continuous quality assurance
evaluation to ensure ongoing improvement in care.
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Supplemental Tables
Supplemental Table 1 – Causes of death

Patient 1 – sudden cardiac death

Death during 90‐day follow up period after
modality conversion
N=6
Patient 1 – ischemic bowel (palliative care)

Patient 2 – myocardial infarction

Patient 2 – withdrawal from HD (palliative care)

Patient 3 – septic shock

Patient 3 – withdrawal from HD (palliative care)

Patient 4 – sudden cardiac death

Patient 4 – upper GI bleed
Patient 5 – severe aortic stenosis (palliative
care)
Patient 6 – withdrawal from HD (palliative care)

Death during cohort period
N=11

Patient 5 – myocardial infarction
Patient 6 – diffuse ischemic bowel
Patient 7 – malignancy (palliative care)
Patient 8 – multiple comorbidies (palliative
care)
Patient 9 – cardiogenic shock
Patient 10 – unknown
Patient 11 – sudden cardiac death
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Supplemental Table 2 – Proposed minimum criteria to maintain patients at home
Criterion
1
2
3
4
5
6

Patient remains competent to understand risks, benefits, and alternatives to
therapy
Patient retains the physical dexterity to perform all the manual tasks needed
for therapy
Patient retains the necessary visual acuity to inspect all tubing and view
screens
Patient must have stable hemodynamics free of symptomatic hypotension or
extreme hypertension
In the absence of any of the above, patient must have a trained care partner
Patient must have a reliable vascular access not needing frequent
interventions
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Supplemental Table 3 – Proposed strategies to maintain home HD patients at home
Foundational Interventions1
Goals of Care Discussion: to be had or reviewed when patient first joins the home HD program
Managing Expectation Starting at Training: to teach patients the minimum criteria for home
HD, the strategies to maintain them at home, and the possible eventuality of a planned
transition
Communication: the more fragile a patient is, the more critical it is that patient-to-team
communication is frequent and honest
Identifying/Flagging At‐Risk Patients: to identify patients with greater need for surveillance
and direct appropriate resources to mitigate risk of failure/exit
Individualized Care Plan: to institute appropriate support measures in the event of evolving
comorbidities
Multidisciplinary Team Review: to leverage the experience and observations of all team
members to identify and address issues of patient safety and wellness
Mandatory Post‐Hospitalization Assessment: to assure that patients discharged from
hospital are safe to conduct independent dialysis at home
CME/CNE Among Colleagues: to ensure colleagues are aware of the requirements to dialyze at
home and to reinforce that patients discharged from hospital may not be well enough to dialyze
independently yet – additional support may temporarily be indicated
End‐of‐Life Care: to provide palliation in the home if a patient has exhausted all avenues of
support and does not wish to transition to facility-based care

Situational Interventions2
Technique Audit: to identify and address procedural lapse that may compromise patient safety
Occupational Therapy Referral: to assess physical/cognitive function of patient or carepartner

Training a Care Partner: to assist or completely manage home HD when a patient cannot
Modifying the Dialysis Prescription: to reduce the workload of home HD
Facility‐Based Respite Treatments: to provide temporary patient or care partner relief
1 Foundational interventions are those that may be implemented as part of routine clinical
care for all patients at a programmatic level
2 Situational interventions are those that are implemented for individual patients as result
of a specific patient level concern
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